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Abstract—Many industries have applied various analytics techniques to personalize the experience of their customers as well as the offers made to them. Personalization has become the hallmark of every service and product industry even in the once monolithic banking sector. Recommendation systems are a core component of this personalization, focusing on targeting consumers with specific products. Traditional recommendation systems make use of large data sets in sparse matrices while conventional user targeting systems leverage external data sources (e.g., from social media and third parties). Our research focuses on data from a large financial institution and investigates the issue of recommendation systems for channel and product targeting. The proposed system achieves both high performance in channel targeting and acceptable performance in product targeting as illustrated through numerical results.

Index Terms—Business Intelligence, Data Analytics, Classification Model, Binary Classification

I. INTRODUCTION

With advancements in technology, specifically communication infrastructure, internet access, mobile technologies and IoT there has been an explosive growth in data. Estimates place the world’s data at 200 zeta bytes by 2025 compared to our “meager” 80 as of 2021 [1]. This growth has resulted in rapid changes in the commercial market, with big “tech giants”, leveraging their data for consumer platforms and targeted operations resulting in the expansion of companies like Amazon and Alibaba. This trend is not isolated to just the big industry players. Most product or service oriented industries are adopting data analytics to augment their operations. Even the once thought of, monolithic banking sector, has changed to pseudo "Fin-tech" in a race to leverage their rich transaction data sets in an ever increasingly competitive field [2].

In reality, the Banking sector has always been on the cutting edge of applying technology, being some of the earliest adopters of the initial computers. Their wide spread use of database software, development of the ATM and now data science is no different. For the past two decades the banking sector has found countless ways to leverage their data, from forecasting stock prices and bonds, fraud detection and personal finance management [2]. Most research from the period of 2000-2010 from developed nations such as the USA and UK focused on what drives the customers choices and activity, focusing on their needs and attitudes. It showed the importance of key characteristics such as efficiency, security, flexibility and personalization as driving factors for the relatively loyal consumer group. Within this period, as internet access became more common, as well as the advancements in mobile and computer technologies, a new demographic emerged within banking. Research began reflecting the value proposition of mobile and internet banking as an alternative channel to traditional brick and mortar with demographics, income level and education level cited as the core driving factors for adoption. Though there are some arguments focused on the impact on customer relationships and the lower profitability [3], these are based on specific metrics and ignore the overall cost saved from the transition as well as the additional advantages in terms of customer flexibility, experience and data generation [4], [5].

Online banking has penetrated most of the market space in the developed nations with up to 95% in some cities like Hong Kong [6]. This is in stark contrast to their developing nation counterparts despite having both widespread internet access, the appropriate demographics and typical income/education characteristics [7]. The primary reason is the culture in which traditional brick and mortar banking pervades [6]. This has a negative feedback cycle as low adoption rates prevent further investment and development of the platforms and result in baring most entries as the products provided or the user experience fail to capture the consumer [5], [8], [9], [10].

This results in institutions possessing fairly structured data sets comprised of transactional data and demographic data exclusively. Therefore the data cannot be feasibly leveraged into traditional recommendations systems as it lacks the breadth of products to create a sparse matrix. To compound the issue further, due to privacy, legal compliance as well as the low adoption rate, most institutions are unable to leverage exotic data, such as social media, rendering them unable to carry out in-depth behavioural or attitudinal analyses. The disparity between the data for online and traditional banking however, does lend well if we view the recommendation system as a type of segmentation. Thus for our work we approach it as a binary classification problem the result of which can be used as a form of channel and product recommendation system.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II covers the review of recommendation systems used in the industry, Section III covers the dataset extracted and used, Section IV covers the approach used, Section V covers the...
results both exploratory and performance and Section VI covers the review of the results and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Recommendation systems are not new by any means. They have become synonymous with big tech firms and have formed the basis of operation for companies like Amazon and Netflix. Their implementations, however, vary substantially which enables their widespread application to everything in the product and service sector. Fundamentally, recommendation systems act as a sort of information filtering system based on user preferences and ratings derived from the data [11]. The goal of which is to narrow down the items to the most likely to be adopted by the user. The two core methods that have set the foundation are Content based filtering in which items that are similar to those the user has previously rated highly are recommended. The other is Collaborative filtering where similarities between users dictates recommendations, i.e the system determines the similarity index between users and recommends items that are rated highly between them. Both of these techniques suffer from similar issues of cold start (i.e dealing with new entries whether they are new items in the case of content based filtering that lack ratings or new users in collaborative filtering that have no taste profile [12], [11]).

Hybrid systems which utilize both collaborative and content based techniques partially overcome this but suffer from slightly worse performance overall. Variations on hybrid systems such as demographic filter systems have shown comparatively better performance while also dealing with the cold start issue but makes an underlying assumption of demographic niches having the same preferences [11]. This assumption is case specific and does not generally lend well to finance where income level and education level are also important factors.

Recently alternative systems have come about to address different use cases. Knowledge based recommendation systems (KBRS) learn a user’s taste from items the user previously rated highly, and uses this to recommend new similar items. They can be case based on where the system learns a user’s taste from items the user previously rated highly and uses this to recommend new similar items or constraint base where a set of possible solutions (including explanations as to why these solutions were selected) dictates the recommendation [13]. KBRS can actually be applied within fields that require structured answers from data such as moratoriums or loan restructuring and portfolio management [14].

The most recent development within recommendation systems is Cognitive recommendation systems which are capable of leveraging not just user data, but exotic data from social media, third party’s and domain expert analysis to understand the user’s preferences at a behavioural level and detect changes in user preferences and predict a user’s unknown favorites. This is beyond traditional systems as it allows for adaptive behavioural modeling in static or changing environments and has shown remarkable performance at the cost of requiring substantially more complex data requirements and expert behavioural modeling to be hard coded [15].

Regardless of the type of recommendation system, they are all heavily data driven and require vast amounts of interrelated data in an attempt to model the characteristics of our user and garner their preferences. Despite the nature of our application and approach, which we delve into in section III, it is more akin to customer relationship management than recommendation systems. Within the field of CRM segmentation and classification are common tools used to ascertain business insights. RFM is one of the most common analyses in finance where we segment users based on the recency, frequency and monetary size of their transactions and assign a value, normally the customer lifetime value [16]. These values are then used to classify users either by K-Means, SVM or within a more complex model via neural networks [17], [16]. We use a similar approach segmenting our users within two groups, online and offline users, based on the assumption that someone who uses online channels either internet or mobile banking, uses them markedly more frequently than the alternative. This assumption is supported by the corpus of literature. We dissect our data into 2 primary datasets for users as discussed in the next section and generate a model for the characteristics of online users. We apply this model to the offline users data set in an attempt to determine the individuals that are most similar to our online ones for targeting. This same approach is used for product targeting creating models for users and non-users of each of the banks online products. This allows us to take an offline user based purely off demographics, subject them to this sequence of classifications or “pipeline” and determine the likelihood of them transitioning to the online platform as well as the likelihood of adopting each of the online products.

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION

The datasets used for our online and product modeling were extracted from a much larger collection of datasets from a large financial institution. The bulk of our data consisted of the demographic information of all users, a snapshot of all brick and mortar transactions across all branches within a 1.5 year period from the fourth quarter of 2019 to first quarter of 2021, a history of online transactions and their respective product (i.e, the institution offers six primary services online each of these services is considered a product for our purpose). We cleaned and extracted two datasets from these based primarily on demographic data. The choice of fields is seated within the corpus of literature focusing on user characteristics such as age and financial characteristics such as occupation and income [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [17]. The first consist of the institutions users (account type and id), their demographics (gender, marital status, occupation etc.) and classification as either an online or offline user. It consist of 192748 rows and 17 columns. The second consist of all online users, their demographics and classification for each of the six products as either a user or non user. It consist of 130928 rows and 22 columns, similar to the first dataset with the addition of the product information. We are not able to publicly share the dataset as it contains users personal and financial information subject to a non-disclosure agreement.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

Our approach makes the underlying assumption that someone who uses the online channel is not an avid user of the alternative as supported by most literature. Therefore we created a dataset consisting of all users and classified them as online and offline based on their transaction history where any activity on the online platform classifies them as an online user. With the dataset we can then apply a slew of binary classification techniques to model the system. We choose the technique that has both the best performance metrics (as justified in below) in terms of accuracy, precision, recall as well as the best impact on client targeting. Client targeting refers to the number of individuals the classification algorithm will identify from the offline users to transition to the online platform or the number of individuals who are online customers, who do not use for example product 1 and are targeted by the algorithm for product 1. This is important from a business intelligence perspective as a highly accurate system that transitions few clients is less profitable than a moderately accurate one that transitions many clients. The output of the pipeline can then be pushed to a dashboard for ease of representation as shown in Section V.

A. Binary Classification

Binary Classification is a type of supervised learning that aims to categorize new probabilistic observations into its two categories. There are numerous algorithms but for our purpose we apply the most common 10 methods which include individual techniques and ensemble methods as shown in Table 1. From these 10 we select the best performing 3 with regards to accuracy, recall and precision and determine which performs the best in terms of business intelligence, i.e weighing the relative metrics vs the number of clients transitioned using expert level domain knowledge garnered from the institution. With the selected methods we can then create a pipeline through which the bank can place a client’s information and determine their likelihood of adopting the online channel and its 6 products. In the case of product classification our dataset consist of exclusively online users and the distribution within the products, users vs non-users, as expected there is substantial variation. This leads to very large imbalances. To account for this we apply a variety of over and under sampling techniques and choose the best performer in terms of the said evaluation metrics.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Evaluation metrics serve as a means to assess our algorithms performance. Accuracy is considered the standard approach however it does not take into consideration non-uniform class distributions especially for positive minority classes. Class distribution refers to

- TP - True positive
- FP - False positive
- TN - True negative
- FN - False negative

Utilizing the below methods provides a more holistic appraisal as one must consider the business side. Advertisements would be used to target consumers after the pipeline and a high false positive rate would have a negative impact not just in terms of lost revenue but possibly impact the consumers experience as spam etc. Thus we use the following

1) Accuracy: Fraction of correct predictions by the model.

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]

2) Recall: The number of correct positive predictions.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

3) Precision: The number of positive predictions that were classified out of all positive predictions.

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

4) F1 score : The harmonic mean of precision and recall.

\[
F1 = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}
\]

V. RESULTS

A. Exploration

Initial Exploration shows that, despite the initial interest in transitioning customers to the online platform, the average penetration of online banking across the countries in which the bank operates is roughly 50% with variations as shown in Figure 1.

Additionally, when we compare the age variation of the users vs non users as in Figure 2, the distribution seems to support the assumption of the traditional approach to banking especially among the mature population. With offline users
centered around 50-60 years while online users are situated around 30-40 years. This also follows the international trend of the emerging demographics being inclined to mobile banking.

Despite the moderate market penetration of online banking we note that the actual distribution within the products is focused on a few key ones with others being substantially niche (Product 2,3,6). If we consider all individuals that use the online platform as a single population, the ratio of users to non-users for a given product is shown in Figure 3.

B. Performance Evaluation

In the interest of space a sample for each step is shown but the method is applied for each product and channel. For our system we use the two datasets subjecting them to 10 different binary classification algorithms generating evaluation metrics as in Table I. Additionally after reviewing the metrics we take the top three performers and evaluate the number of clients moved. Following our previous sample we get the results as in Table II. In instances with heavily imbalanced data such a product 2 we apply random oversampling, random under sampling, smote. Random oversampling proved to be the best in all instances. The final results from testing our pipeline is as follows in Table III.

The resulting consumer movement can be analyzed in terms of cost saved. Since each transaction users carry out physically in the bank has an associated cost. We can calculate the cost...
per user and match it to the users transitioned from offline to online system giving Figure 4. We note that there are two main clusters with the most profitable users located in the top left being the least likely to transition. This corresponds to the more mature consumers carrying out transactions in the offline dataset. The second group represents the consumers most likely to transition in the bottom right which are also the least profitable customers. This corresponds to the emerging
demographic that does not posses as much transactional power in terms of salary, regular payments etc. These results further lend credence to the traditional approach to banking as well as the younger demographics proclivity for online banking. Reviewing the overall performance in terms of accuracy and recall we get the following graph. Our channel classification system works well with several of the products performing markedly worse but within an acceptable range. These are the smaller datasets with high imbalances.

Lastly we place our systems output through a Tableau dashboard calculating the cost saved based on fixed values. The dashboard shows the possibility of large gains in revenue using the previously discussed cost saved by transitioning clients to the online platform as well as specific gains within certain products. The managerial implication of this research directs more targeted marketing to the identified customers to produce a transition. Additionally there may be possible revenue gain through reduced advertising cost, reduced upfront cost (from the cost of offline transactions) and additional revenue depending on channels which may or have attributed fees.

VI. CONCLUSION

Our paper has shown an alternative approach to the standard recommendation system using a simple binary classification pipeline. Our method achieved 90% performance in evaluation metrics successfully identifying a large number of clients from the traditional platform to the online channel. Our product classification portion attains substantially lower performance ranging from 65-90% performance in evaluation metrics due to smaller sample size and heavy imbalances within the dataset. Its performance however has been deemed viable for practical applications by the bank for purpose of augmenting their existing systems.

There are however a few limitations to our system. Firstly our data lacked the depth to show user transition, i.e, an individuals history prior to their transition to the online platform. Thus our system may not be ideal for transitioning but rather on boarding of new clients. Secondly the system works well for the transition of customers but makes the underlying assumption that users of the online platform and offline platform are inherently distinct. Even if an individual carries out a single online transaction we classify them as an online user. A better approach may be to replicate the RFM calculations and generate a user score based on their transaction histories or create a type of levied performance metric to better relate online and offline consumers. We can then use this in a multi-class approach to determine users suitability for transition. Lastly the heavy imbalances within the online user dataset leads to low performance evaluation. In the case of very niche products such as the international wire transfers it may be more appropriate to approach it as an anomaly detection problem to attain better overall performance.
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